Celebrity News: ‘Pump Rules’
Lala Kent Deletes Instagram
Pics of Fiance Randall Emmett
By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity news, Lala Kent was excited about her
pending celebrity wedding with her fiancé Randall Emmett. Two
weeks have passed and now it looks like there may be trouble
in paradise for the celebrity couple, according
to UsMagazine.com. Kent has deleted all pictures with Emmett
except for a few brief references to her excitement over
pending nuptials. This comes one day after 50 Cent ended his
feud with the couple; the rapper insulted Kent and then
claimed Emmett owed him one million dollars.

In celebrity news, there may be
trouble in paradise for Lala Kent.
What are some things to be careful
of on social media when it comes to
your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Social media is a powerful tool, but it can also cause
irreparable damage to a relationship if used unwisely. Cupid
has some advice on how to be careful with social media:
1. Beware of screenshots: Screenshots can be taken on both a
computer and a phone now without much effort. Choose your
words carefully when sending a text message. Sometimes it is

better to have a phone conversation to settle differences with
your partner or friend if there is a disagreement. Do not say
something that can be used against you later.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Lala Kent & Randall Emmett
Celebrate Engagement With ‘Pump Rules’ Co-Stars
2. Not EVERYTHING has to go public: Keeping parts of your
relationship between you and your partner will benefit your
relationship more than you think. Sometimes we get excited
about gifts and can’t wait to share it because your partner
was so thoughtful. This can cause jealousy. It’s better to
keep it to yourself unless it’s a big milestone like the
decision to buy a house together, or an engagement or baby
announcement.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kaitlyn Bristowe Slams Nick
Viall’s Reasons for Joining ‘The Bachelorette’
3. Consider your partner’s feelings: How do they feel about a
post before you post it? You should ask your partner before
you share anything because what you might not feel is private
may be something they would never post. Communication is key
to making a relationship work and you cannot communicate
efficiently if you can’t even agree with what is appropriate
to post online.
What are some other things you should be careful of with your
relationship on social media? Let us know in the comments
below!

